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1.0 INTRODUCTION
One of the more promising uses for surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices
is as a controlling element for oscillators. The SAW controlled oscillator is a
very simple device consisting of a SAW delay line (or resonator) and an ampli-
fier with sufficient gain to overcome the loss in the SAW device. The great
advantage of the SAW oscillator is that very high frequency operation is readily
achievable, while at the same time the high stability of a quartz crystal is
maintained.
SAW oscillators operating above 1 GHz have been demonstrated and can
greatly reduce the complexity of high frequency sources by eliminating many
stages of multiplication. This can also reduce the size, power consumption, and
cost of these sources. Furthermore, reducing the multiplication significantly
reduces the FM noise of a high-frequency source.
An additional advantage of SAW-controlled oscillators is the great design
flexibility inherent in SAW devices. Delay lines provide a wide tuning range,
linear phase, and multifrequency cpability. SAW resonators (the surface wave
equivalent of the quartz crystal resonators) provide high Q and the lowest noise.
1.1 Overall Goals
The overall goal of this program was to identify the problems present in
SAW oscillators and to develop the necessary technology to solve them. An
integral part of this goal is the production and testing of a number of SAW
oscillators. Through the evaluation of these oscillators, the optimum choice of
materials and procedures can be made.
This report covers the second part of a program that started in
September, 1976. During the first part, photomasks were designed for a 401.2
MHz oscillator using three different fabrication techniques. These included
aluminum and gold transducers on ST-cut quartz and :aluminum transducers on
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the SiO2/LiTaOo structure. Devices using all three approaches were fabricated
and their performance was evaluated. The results of these evaluations were
presented in NASA Final Report NAS5-23701.1'l
1.2 Specific Device Goals
To help evaluate the performance of SAW oscillators, operating require-
ments reflecting real system specifications were chosen as specific device
goals. These requirements are listed below.
1.2.1 Output frequency
The output frequency of the device shall be 401.2 MHz ± 6 . 0 KHz.
1.2.2 Output frequency stability
The short term frequency stability in any one second shall be at least
-9 .1 x 10 in the environment in which the package must operate. The total
frequency change in any fifteen (15) minutes shall not exceed 4.2 Hz. The
rate of the frequency change shall not exceed 0.28 Hz per minute.
1.2.3 Device output level
When operated from a voltage source whose terminal voltage, underload,
is 12.0 volts, +2 volts, -4 volts the output of the device shall not drop below
a level of 13.9 dBm (25 milliwatts) in the environment in which the unit must
operate.
1.2.4 Device dc power source
The dc power source for the device shall be a battery pack. A fully
charged battery pack can be expected to have a terminal voltage, underload, of
14.0 volts. The battery pack shall be considered unusable when the underload
terminal voltage has been reduced to 8.0 volts.
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1.2.5 Temperature environment
The operating temperature environment shall be over a range of -40°C
to +45°C. The storage temperature environment shall be over a range of -55°C
to +80°C. The maximum rate of temperature change shall be 3°C/min.
1.2.6 Shock and vibration
1.2.6.1 Shock
SAW oscillator devices shall be tested in accordance with method 213
of MIL-STD-202. The following details shall apply:
(a) Test Condition - I (100G)
(b) Measurement required before and after test - Frequency, short
term stability, and etc.
NOTE: There must be no deviation of the after test measurements
from the before test measurements.
1.2.6.2 Vibration
SAW oscillator devices shall be tested in accordance with method 201
in MIL STD-202. The following details shall apply:
(a) Test Condition (as specified)
(b) Measurements required before and after test - Frequency, short
term disability, and etc.
NOTE: There must be no deviation of the after test measurements
from the before test measurements.
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1.3 Problem Areas
/
From our experience with the -oscillators constructed in the first part
of the program, it is clear that some of these requirements are readily met.
Others, however, are much more difficult to achieve. Operation at 401.2 MHz
-9was readily accomplished and a short-term stability of better than 1 x 10
was demonstrated. Furthermore, it was determined that a power output level
of 25 milliwatts was reasonable. However, some areas where further improvement
was required became apparent. The long-term frequency drift of the SAW
oscillators constructed during the first phase was observed to range from 2.5 to
16 ppm in the first six months. This was not considered adequate, since aging
would use up nearly all ofthe ±6 KHz window and leave no flexibility for other
parameters.
Another problem area identified was temperature stability. The inherent
material stability of rotated Y cut quartz is ±37 ppm (±15 KHz) , in the range -40
to +45°C. This does not meet the requirement of a ±6 KHz window, and it also
makes the requirement of 4.2 Hz drift in 15 minutes extremely difficult to
meet. Clearly some improvement was required.
A third area where improved performance was also required was dc to
rf efficiency. With commercially available linear, wideband amplifiers, the
best that can be achieved (at low power levels) is about 3 percent. This is
clearly not satisfactory for battery operation, where power consumptions must be
minimized.
1.4 Tasks Performed
To solve the problems discussed above and to evaluate sensitivity to
shock and vibration, four distinct tasks were accomplished during the course
of the program. The first was to evaluate cold weld enclosures for low aging
by having ten devices sealed at the U. S. Army Electronics Research and
Development Command (ERADCOM) in Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey. The aging
data from those devices and all earlier devices was evaluated and analyzed.
Package leaks and the SAW transducer metallization were identified as probable
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sources of frequency drift. Procedures to further reduce aging1 are sug-
gested in this report. Also included in this task were measurements on
the sealed devices to determine the frequency distribution of the SAW devices.
The second task was the development of temperature compensation
circuits to improve the temperature stability of the SAW oscillators. Low-power
active and passive circuits were both investigated. An improvement in tem-
perature stability of more than a factor of ten was achieved.
The third task was the development of a high-efficiency amplifier to
minimize the power consumption of the oscillator. One amplifier using a dual-
gate silicon FET and two using dual-gate GaAs FET's were built. Overall dc
to rf efficiencies as high as 44 percent were achieved.
The fourth and final task was to perform the shock and vibration tests
as specified in Sec. 1.2. The required tests were performed and the levels
were then increased until 2 of 4 oscillators malfunctioned.
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of this program was to improve the performance of SAW
controlled oscillators through the investigation of several problem areas.
To accomplish this goal, four tasks were undertaken. The results from
these four tasks are summarized below.
2.1 Task I
In order to evaluate cold weld packages for low aging, seven SAW
delay lines were sealed and tested. The observed aging for these devices
ranged from under 1 ppm to 5 ppm in 35 weeks. These results are considerably
better than those for devices sealed in brazed flatpacks. One aging mechanism
that was identified by this study is the downward drift caused by a package
leak. The flatpacks showed this problem, but the cold weld packages have
not. Analysis of the aging data has also shown that the relaxation process
which causes most of the observed frequency drift starts at or near the time
of transducer fabrication. The aging dafa fits well to a logarithmic model,
and a very likely candidate for the physical mechanism is the relaxation of
internal stress in the metal film of the transducer.
Preaging at 100°C for 10 days has resulted in a complex aging pattern
but no significant reduction in the magnitude of the drift. However, preaging
at 200°C has resulted in a frequency drift of only 0.4 ppm in 35 weeks. An
rms frequency distribution of ±57 KHz was observed for the sealed SAW devices,
-9
with short term stability of 1.4 * 10 .
2.2 Task II
Active and passive temperature compensation circuits were constructed
to give improved temperature stability. The passive circuit reduced the
frequency deviation to ± 8 ppm for the range -45°C to +40°C. The active
circuit gave better results with a deviation of ± 4 ppm for the same tempera-
ture range. Both circuits drew less than 1 mW of power. Some of the
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oscillator characteristics that serve to limit the minimum frequency deviation
were identified as temperature sensitive phase shifts in the amplifiers and
electronic phase shifter.
With the improved temperature stability from the compensation circuits,
the desired frequency stability of 4.2 Hz in 15 minutes can be reasonably
approached through the design of a properly insulated enclosure for the
oscillator.
2.3 Task III
The use of SAW oscillators in battery powered applications requires the
development of high frequency, high efficiency amplifiers in order to minimize
power consumption. Toward this goal three oscillators were constructed using
dual gate FET amplifiers operated in a highly nonlinear switching mode. The
best electrical performance was obtained with a design using a high frequency
GaAs dual gate FET. This oscillator delivered in excess of 25 mW of rf power
with a dc to rf efficiency of 44 percent. However, the voltage dependence of the
gate capacitance on the GaAs FET resulted in relatively poor frequency stability.
Better frequency stability was obtained with a design using a silicon
dual gate FET, but the electrical performance was not as good. This oscillator
delivered 20 mW of rf with an efficiency of 9 percent. The frequency stability,
however, was essentially as good as that obtained with commercial wideband
amplifiers.
2.4 Task IV
Shock and vibration tests were performed in order to test the ability
of SAW devices to withstand the affects of acceleration. Four oscillators were
subjected to shock pulses of up to 500 G's with no observable change before
and after the tests. In addition, no change was observed for vibration from
10 to 55 Hz through a 0.03-in. displacement, or for white noise from 20 to
2000 Hz at an rms level of 10 G's. Only when the level of the white noise
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was increased to 20 G's did two of the devices fail. One failure was traced
to a loose electrical connection, while the other problem proved to be inter-
mittent and disappeared before it could be identified.
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3.0 TASK I - AGING
Cold weld enclosures have proven to be a good technique for achieving
low aging in bulk wave quartz crystal resonators. Therefore, in light of the
fact that the aging of SAW delay lines sealed in brazed flatpacks during the first
part of the program proved to be too large, it was felt that the aging of SAW
delay lines sealed in cold weld packages should be evaluated. To accomplish
this, ten SAW delay lines were fabricated and sealed in HC36/U cold weld en-
closures (only seven survived final testing and were put into testing). Asa
subsidiary part of this task, the frequency distribution of the sealed devices was
determined in order to provide some data on the reproducibility of SAW delay lines.
3.1 Device Fabrication and Sealing
A total of ten SAW delay lines were prepared for sealing. These consisted
of 6 devices with aluminum (Al) transducers on ST-cut quartz (40° rotated Y cut),
3 devices with gold (Au) transducers on ST-cut quartz, and one device with
aluminum transducers on the SiO2/Y LiTaO0 composite structure. The photo-o
masks for the 401.2 MHz devices that were designed in the first half of this
program were used for the fabrication of the present devices. Standard photo-
lithographic techniques were used. The devices with aluminum-transducers
o
were fabricated with a 1000 A metallization that was recessed into the quartz
so that the top surface of the aluminum was level with the quartz surface. This
was done to reduce spurious surface wave reflections caused by topographic
odiscontinuities. The recessing was accomplished by first ion etching a 1000 A
deep pattern in the quartz, and then evaporating aluminum into the etched
pattern.
o
The devices with gold transducers were fabricated with a 500 A metalli-
zation. Because of the large disparity of surface wave velocities on gold and
quartz, recessing was not used. In this case, the thinner metallization was
used to keep reflections down to an acceptable level. Both the gold and aluminum
devices were fabricated on "premium swept Q" quartz, which is the highest
grade of synthetic quartz.
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The one SiO«/LiTaO0 device that was prepared for sealing was fabricatedL O
during the first half of this program and had not been used at that time. There-
fore it was available for use in this task.
The insertion loss of the various devices ranged from 17 dB for the
SiO0/LiTaO0 device to 25 dB for the gold devices. The typical delay time,it O
T, was 1.6 ysec.
Figure 3.1 shows how the SAW delay lines were mounted in the HC36/U
enclosure. A 0.010 in. stainless steel backing plate was spot welded to the
base and a 0.007 in. stainless steel coil spring was then spot welded to the
backing plate. The SAW substrates were then inserted into the spring clamp
and the electrical connections were made with 6.002 in. gold wire. It should be
noted here that the HC36/U is not an ideal package for SAW devices since it
is somewhat larger than necessary and is not well suited for high frequency
applications. However, facilities for sealing these packages were made available
for this program, and the package was perfectly suitable for aging studies.
Since the packages were to be sealed at the U. S. Army Electronics
Research and Development Command (ERADCOM) in Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey,
a special machined aluminum container was made to transport the devices.
Before mounting on the package base, the aluminum delay lines were rinsed in
trichloroethylene and propanol and then blown dry. The gold devices were not
rinsed because of the very fragile nature of the gold .transducers. The bases
and covers were separately rinsed, blown dry, and baked at 300°C. After the
SAW devices were mounted, each was checked for electrical performance and
then stored in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Just before being transported to
Ft. Monmouth, all of the devices were U.V.-cleaned for twenty minutes, then
immediately placed in the transporting container, which was flushed with dry
nitrogen and sealed.
The package sealing was performed at ERADCOM through the generous
cooperation of John Vig, Ted Lukazek, and Ray Filler. Prior to sealing, the
devices were given a final U.V. cleaning of 10 minutes and then were baked at
3-2
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Figure 3.1 SAW Delay Line Mounted in HC36JU Package.
' • ' ••• '• '
250°C for one-half hour in the ultraclean high vacuum sealing chamber. Upon
return to Raytheon, the 10 sealed enclosures were checked for leaks and three
were found to have leaks (all still functioned electrically). One of these three
packages apparently did not seat correctly in the sealing dies because the base
was deformed and the glass-to-metal seal was cracked. The other two packages
with leaks showed no deformation or cracks, but both had similar scratch
marks on the covers. The leaks were observed to be at the cover-to-base
junction, so it is suspected that one of the five sets of dies had a burr on it.
The three packages with leaks contained one aluminum, one gold, and unfor-
tunately the only SiO2/LiTaO3 device. Thus we were left with five aluminum
and two gold devices for testing.
3.2 Device Tests and Short-Term Frequency Stability
The first test performed on these devices was the determination of the
distribution of frequencies. By the nature of the design of the delay lines,
the oscillators can be tuned electrically over a range of about ±200 KHz.
However, to obtain an estimate of the sensitivity to fabrication variables, the
frequency of oscillation of each device was measured as each delay line was
inserted in the same amplifier circuit board. The circuit board was set up to
give oscillation near 401.2 MHz and was not changed as each delay line was
inserted.
The five hermetic aluminum devices were tested and the RMS frequency
deviation was found to be ±57 KHz. The largest deviation from the average
frequency was 89 KHz and the smallest was 23 KHz. For three of the aluminum
devices which were fabricated on the same substrate at the same time, the RMS
deviation was ±35 KHz. The two gold devices were also checked, but a much
larger spread on gold devices was found because the frequency is very sensi-
tive to the gold thickness. For these devices the frequency changes by
o
approximately 200 KHz per 100 A of gold (more than 10 times larger than for
aluminum devices). In general, a trimming step would be required during
fabrication to adjust the gold thickness for the proper operating frequency.
Since no attempt was made to trim these devices, the two sealed gold devices
operated at 401.001 MHz and 400.802 MHz.
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After the frequency distribution was measured, four of the sealed
devices were baked at elevated temperatures (preaged). Three were
baked at 100°C for 10 days and one was baked at 200°C for 7 days. Finally,
the seven devices were mounted on individual circuit boards in preparation
for the aging tests. The circuit layout for the aluminum devices is shown in
Fig. 3 2. For the gold devices a UTO 513 amplifier was substituted for the
UTO 503, since higher gain was required. At this point the temperature
dependence of each completed oscillator was measured.
Before the aging tests were started, the short-term frequency stability
(fractional frequency deviation) of each oscillator was measured for a 1-second
count period. This was accomplished with a Hewlett-Packard 5360A Computing
Counter and the results for the seven sealed devices are tabulated below.
Oscillator Number Frequency Stability
2 1.0 x 10~9
3 1.4 x 10~9
4 6.6 * 10 10
5 1.9 x 10~9
6 1.3 x 10"9
8 1.6 x 10~9
9 1.2 x 1Q~9
Recent research at Raytheon has shown that the short-term frequency stability
can be improved by
the SAW substrate.
 a factor of two to three by proper surface treatment of
3.1
For the aging tests, the oscillators were placed in an environmental
chamber which maintains a temperature of 20 ±1°C. Each day the frequency
of each oscillator was measured to ±1 Hz and the temperature of each oscillator
was measured by a thermocouple located near the SAW device. From the
temperature versus frequency data recorded for each oscillator, corrections to
the observed frequency were made for small temperature variations. Corrected
frequency measurements were made five days a week, and then an average
3-5
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frequency for each week was calculated. Accurate calibration of the counter
used to measure the frequencies was obtained from the 3.58 MHz color sub-
carrier boradcast on all network color TV programming. The color subcarrier
frequency is 3.579534348 MHz and is maintained to an accuracy of p part in
10 ., as monitored by the National Bureau of Standards.
3.3 Aging Data
The weekly aging data measured for the seven devices sealed under this
program is shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. In addition, included in this data are
two oscillators (No. 1 and No. 7) also sealed in HC36/U packages at ERADCOM,
but at an earlier date, in cooperation with an internal Raytheon research pro-
gram. Also, to enable a more complete analysis in the next section, aging data
from the devices sealed in flatpacks during the first half of this program (and
3 2 '
reported earlier) ' is reproduced in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. Included in Fig. 3.5
are three oscillators (No. 11, No. 16, and No. 17) sealed in flatpacks at an
earlier date under Raytheon's internal research program. Table 3-1 gives a
complete list of air 19 oscillators along with pertinent design and packaging in-
formation. This includes the type of transducer metal, package type, the
atmosphere in the package, whether the device was preaged or not, and the
time in weeks (T- ) from transducer fabrication to the start of the aging test.
3.4 Analysis of Aging Data
An examination of the aging data in Figs. 3.3 to 3.6 quickly shows
that aging is a complex process. Though most of the devices initially age up-
ward, a number of the devices have changed direction of drift one or more
times. This is a clear sign that more than one aging .mechanism is present.
The specific cause for the sudden turn to downward drift on three oscillators
(No. 11, No. 12, and No. 13) has been identified as package leaks. All these
devices tested as leaky at the end of the aging tests but did not leak at the
start. The downward drift caused by a leaking package was clearly confirmed
by oscillator No. 10, which is the HC36/U device with the cracked glass-to-
metal seal. The aging of these four leaky devices is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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TABLE 3-1
Osc. Substrate (MHz) Transducer Package
No. Number Frequency Metal (Type Seal) Atmosphere Preaged
* 1 Q 514A
2 Q1089A
3 Q1089B
4 Q1089C
5 Q1085C
6 Q1093A
* 7 QEC2
8 Q1088A
9 Q1091B
10 Q1088B
** 11 Q514D
12 Q601A
' 13 Q617A
14 Q638A
15 Q638B
** 16 Q970A
** 17 Q969A
18 Q604
19 Q619B
311
401
401
401
401
401
401
401
401
401
311
401
401
401
401
401
401
401
401
Cr-Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Au
Au
Au
Au
Cr-Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al.
Au
Au
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
HC36/U
(Cold Weld)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Flatpack
(welded)
Fle.tpack
(welded)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Flatpack
(brazed)
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
(10
Vacuum
(10
Vacuum
(07
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
(10
Leak
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Argon
Vacuum
(11
Nitrogen
(11
Nitrogen
(07
Vacuum
Vacuum
* Sealed at U. S. Army Electronics Command, Ft. Monmouth. New Jersey in
internal Raytheon research program.
** Sealed under an internal Raytheon research program.
No
No
No
Yes
days at 100°C)
Yes
days at 100°C)
Yes
days at 200°C)
No
No
Yes
days at 100°C)
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
days at 90°C)
Yes
days at 90°C)
Yes
days at 90°C)
No
No
cooperation wilh
Tf (weeks)
~26
6.3
13.3
7.3
9.3
6.3
~39
6.3
6.3
2.4
0.9
0.9
1.9
3.0
3.9
4.4
1.0
2.7
an
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Oscillator No. 10, which was known to have a leak at the start of the aging
test, clearly shows a downward drift right from the beginning. Some of the
four devices had leak rates near 10~ cc/sec at 1 atmosphere, indicating that
the packages filled up in a matter of days. The long, nearly linear, downward
drift of the oscillator is most probably caused by the diffusion of moisture into
the package followed by its adsorption on the quartz and metal surfaces. Oscil-
lators 14 and 17 (not shown in Fig. 3.7) also showed a relatively steep downward
drift but no leaks could be detected on these devices. This could mean either that the
leaks were too small to be detected by the helium pressurization method or that
there is some additional mechanism for downward drift. Note that only flatpacks
have developed leaks and not a single HC36/U package has shown this problem.
Another important feature of the aging data in Figs. 3.3 to 3.6 is
shown in Fig. 3.8. Here the total frequency drift after the first ten weeks
of continuous operation for 14 of the 19 devices is plotted as a function of
the time from transducer fabrication to the start of the aging test, T,. .
(Oscillator Nos. 5, 6, 10, 15, and 17 have not been included in Fig. 3.8
because they are special cases which are treated separately). The data in
Fig. 3.8 clearly shows that the total frequency drift during the first ten
weeks of aging is smaller for the devices with large values of Tf (see
Table 3-1 for values of Tf ). Since the time from sealing to start of the
aging tests was approximately the same for all of the devices (slightly longer
for the three preaged devices) and in only one case (Oscillator No. 3) ex-
ceeded four weeks, the evidence strongly indicates that the relaxation process
which causes this initial aging starts at the time of transducer fabrication and
not at the time of sealing. Even though the larger values of Tf occurred
only for devices in the HC36/U package, the decreasing trend is clearly
present within a single package type. In fact, the data suggests that the
initial aging in the first ten weeks is probably independent of package type.
If this is the case, the dominant aging process must be inherent in the SAW
device, and not a packaging-related problem. This is true, however, only as
long as gross contamination problems such as package leaks or outgassing
from mounting material are not present.
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Though the initial aging may not be strongly package dependent, a
closer look at the frequency drift of the aluminum devices (Figs. 3.3 and 3.5)
shows that aging is sensitive to the temperature environment after sealing. This
is illustrated by five oscillators (Nos. 4, 5, 15, 16, and 17) that were baked
at 90 to 100°C for 7 to 11 days, after sealing (See Table 3.1). Oscillators
4 and 16 aged upward in a manner similar to nonpreaged devices, but oscillators
5, 15, and 17 all displayed a consistent tendency to age downward initially,
followed by a slight increase or leveling off, and then finally a downward trend
again. This complex downward aging is seen for both package types, but it
only occurs for preaged aluminum devices. However, as pointed out above,
not all preaged devices show this complex behavior. Among the unpreaged
devices, the trend is to age upward but at a decreasing rate. Though there
is some irregularity in the data, the upward drift is clear for both package
types. The magnitude of the drift is less in the HC36/U devices; however,
as just discussed, this may be primarily due to the longer time between
fabrication and start of testing.
Two of the aluminum devices in HC36/U packages (Nos. 3 and 6) deserve
special comment. Oscillator No. 3 was operated only 24 hours per week for the
first seven weeks of the aging test. The frequency was recorded at the end
of each 24 hour "on" period and then the oscillator was turned off for six
days, whereupon the cycle was repeated. The data accumulated during the period
of intermittent operation is shown by large dots in Fig. 3.3. The aging, after
continuous operation was started, was clearly less than for similarly packaged
devices. It is puzzling why no drift was seen during the intermittent operation,
but otherwise the data confirms that "on the shelf" storage for a number of weeks
will yield lower aging. The other oscillator of particular interest is No. 6.
This oscillator is unique in that it was preaged at 200°C for seven days and
has shown the lowest aging of any aluminum device. Experience with preaging
at 100°C strongly suggests the need for more data, but nevertheless, the result
is very encouraging.
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The five devices with gold transducers behaved very differently from the
aluminum devices, in that they showed distinctly different aging characteristics for
the two packaging techniques (Figs. 3.4 and 3.6). In the flatpack, the aging was
downward and relatively large in magnitude. In the HC36/U packages, the aging
was smaller and generally upward. Oscillator No. 7 has the largest value of T»
( ^ 3 9 weeks) and has the lowest aging of all the gold devices. Also of interest
is the fact that oscillator No. 9, which was preaged at 100°C for ten days, shows
the largest aging of the three gold devices in HC36/U packages.
Interpreting the aging data of the gold devices is difficult because of
the different characteristics between package types. However, the fact that
devices with gold transducers age differently from aluminum devices reinforces
the hypothesis that the transducers are the source of the aging process in
aluminum devices. The data for gold devices in Fig. 3.8 suggests that long
periods between fabrication and the start of operation give lower aging. How-
ever, the fact that there was a sign change from flatpacks to HC36/U package
makes this conclusion somewhat less certain.
During the course of the aging test a number of power outages occurred,
causing an interruption in the operation of the oscillator. In the current
devices these interruptions are indicated by asterisks on the aging data. In
most cases the interruptions were short (^10 minutes); however, the two
most recent ones (e.g. ^ weeks 30 to 35 in Fig. 3.3) lasted for several
days each. In addition, a 2£ week interruption occurred for oscillator No. 14
(gap at weeks 50 to 53 in Fig. 3.5) when it was intentionally turned off to observe
the affect of a long interruption. In many cases the interruptions resulted
in small perturbations of much less than 1 ppm, but there has been no sign
of a major disruption of the aging process. In no case has there been any
evidence of a retracing of previous frequency drift.
3.5 Mathematical Modeling of the Aging Data
In the course of numerous aging studies on quartz crystal resonators,
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three mathematical models have been identified with specific aging processes.
3 3The most commonly observed model is logarithmic, in the form of equation 3-1.
'-£ = A Log (Bt + 1) (3-1)
Here Af / f is the fractional frequency change, t is time, and A and B are
constants relating to the aging process. Physical processes that follow a
logarithmic rate are chemisorption , oxidation, and internal stress relaxation.
q q
Another commonly observed model has an exponentiaL form , as shown
in equation 3-2.
-^ = A(l-e~Bt ) (3-2)
This corresponds to first order chemical reactions and to adsorption or
desorption of a physisorbed monolayer. This last process tends to occur over
relatively short periods (days) and may be reversible.
Finally, a third model has been identified with diffusion through thin
films ' and has the form of equation (3-3).
= A(t)B (3-3)
In diffusion processes the value of B is typically close to 0.5.
A computer program for doing a least mean squares fit to these three
functions was used to evaluate the three models for our aging data. Since
the program would fit only one model at a time, the devices which showed a
systematic change in aging direction could not be used since the change in
sign means more than one process is present. Some of the devices also showed
so little drift that random scatter dominated the aging curve. No attempt was
made to fit these curves either. In all, five oscillators were analyzed to find
the model that fit best.
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The result of this analysis showed that the logarithmic model provided
the best all-around fit. In some individual cases it did not give the best
fit, but it was always either first or a very close second. In addition, the
other two models gave a very bad fit in at least one or two cases. Furthermore,
the observation that the logarithmic model fits best is consistent with published
3 5
results on SAW resonators. * Figs. 3.9 to 3.13 show the aging data
and the fitted log curves for five oscillators. In each figure the RMS devia-
tion (in ppm) and the values for A and B are shown for the fitted curve.
The physical interpretation of the constants A and B in equation 3-1
is that A is related to the activation energy of the process and B is related
to the initial condition at the start of the process. The dependence of B on
initial conditions can be demonstrated by considering the form equation 3-1
takes if the observation of the relaxation process does not start at t = 0
but at some later time t . In that case the observed fractional frequency
Af t °
change -~- is given by equation 3-4.
A -P
~- = 4£ - -£ = A Log (Bt + 1)-A Log (Bt + 1) (3-4)I I I O
The time relative to the start of the observation is t1, and is given by
t' = t - t0 (3-5)
where t is the time from the start of the relaxation process. Using equation
A f t3-5 to express —*- in terms of t', equation 3-4 reduces to
^Y~ = A Log (B'f + 1) (3-6)
where
B
'
 =
 rn^ZT (3-7)
Note that equation 3-6 has exactly the same form as 3-1 except that t
becomes t' and B becomes B'. Also note that for t > 0, Br decreases from1 o
an initial value of B to an eventual value of - . Thus .we find that the value
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of A does not depend on the value of t , but that the value of B1 decreases '
as the time from the start of the relaxation process to the observation increases.
With the above result in mind, it is interesting to note how the cal-
culated values of B decrease from Fig. 3.9 to Fig. 3.11. These devices
are all aluminum and it is evident that large values of T^s result in small
values of B. (The variable B in the figures actually corresponds to B'
in equation 3-6.) It is not clear that Tfg is equivalent to tQ, since the
relaxation process may not proceed at the same rate when the device is
oscillating as compared to a nonoperating state. In fact the evidence is that
T~ and t are not equivalent, since B for oscillator No. 1 is not equal to
IS O
l/Tf . Though the calculated values of B change by nearly two orders of
magnitude, the values of A vary by little more than a factor of 2 among all five
devices. This is consistent with our conclusion above that A does not change
with the time of observation.
Our analysis of curve fitting has provided strong evidence that the
aging process on SAW delay lines follows a logarithmic function of time and it
has also provided further evidence that the aging process starts at or .near
the time of transducer fabrication. There are several possible mechanisms that
produce a logarithmic function, and it is uncertain at this time which one it is.
Previously published data**'" indicates that oxidation of aluminum is not a
large enough effect to cause the observed frequency shifts, and of course oxida-
tion does not occur with gold transducers. Chemisorption is also not likely,
since similar aging rates were observed for packages with different atmospheres
and wide degrees of cleanliness. (The flatpacks for oscillator No. 16 and No. 17
were simply sealed in a plastic dry box flushed with dry nitrogen.) The most likely
mechanism is the relaxation of internal stress in the transducer metallization.
This would, of course, start at or near the time of transducer fabrication and
is very likely to be sensitive to heat treatment, as has been observed.
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3.6 Conclusions
The devices packaged in HC36/U cold weld enclosures have shown
lower aging than similar devices sealed in flatpacks. Part of the reason for
this lower aging is the development of leaks in the flatpacks which resulted
in a rapid decrease in frequency. The HC36/U enclosures showed no problem
with leaks and the evidence is strong that the cold weld technique is of high
enough quality that the dominant aging mechanism is now inherent in the SAW
device and is not package related. The aging data accumulated under this
program clearly shows that the frequency drift decreases with increasing time
from transducer fabrication to start of the aging test. This characteristic
is also probably partly responsible for the lower aging of the cold weld devices,
since the time period from fabrication to sealing was somewhat longer than for
the flatpacks.
The observations that (1) the initial aging decreases with increasing
values of To , (2) gold devices age differently from the aluminum devices, and
(3) decreasing values of B reflect long periods of relaxation before observation,
all support the hypothesis that the dominant aging mechanism on the delay
lines with aluminum transducers is confined to the SAW device itself and starts
at or near the time of transducer fabrication. A likely candidate for this
mechanism is the relaxation of internal stress in the transducer metal, but this
has not been confirmed yet.
The effect of preaging at elevated temperatures after sealing has
resulted in a rather complex aging curve for some (but not all) of the devices
preaged at 100°C. The one device preaged at 200°C has shown the lowest
amount of frequency drift of all the devices, a very encouraging result.
Furthermore, it is clear from the aging data that storing unsealed devices
at room temperature for 15 to 20 weeks can yield low aging devices.
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4.0 TASK II - TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
4.1 Oscillator Configuration
The general layout for the SAW delay line oscillator and temperature
compensation circuitry is shown in Fig. 4.1. The basic oscillator consists
of a SAW delay line in series with -a high-gain amplifier and voltage-controlled
phase shifter. The condition for oscillation is that the net phase shift around
the loop must be an integral multiple of 2ir or
<|)SAW (T) + *P-S(T) + (|)AMP(T) = 2n7r> n = *• 2> ••• C4'1)
\
where 4>gA^» ^p-g' an<* ^AMP are the temPerature dependent phase shifts
through the delay line, phase-shifter, and amplifiers respectively. Because
4>SAW(T) = -WT (T) where T is the delay time of the SAW device, the above
equation determines the oscillation frequency at any given temperature. The
oscillator frequency will remain constant, provided that the phase shifter
exactly mirrors the phase changes introduced by the delay line and amplifier
as the temperature changes.
4.2 Delay Line Temperature Characteristics
The most widely used family of quartz orientations for SAW delay lines
is the rotated Y-cut. All of these cuts have in common extremely parabolic
phase versus temperature characteristics over a wide range of temperatures,
with the turnover temperature or minimum phase temperature dependent on the
specific cut. " In our experiments we used a +40° rotated Y-cut which has a
turnover temperature around 40°C. As we shall show, when this Y-cut is used
in conjunction with the remainder of the oscillator circuit, an effective turnover
temperature of about 20°C is obtained.
Because of the highly parabolic nature of the temperature dependent
phase shift associated with the delay line, and also because of the commercial
availability of an extremely linear voltage controlled phase shifter (Merrimac
#PSEF-3E-400), the problem of compensation reduced primarily to one of
generating a quadratic voltage versus temperature bias signal to drive the phase
shifter. These relationships are shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. Further, in
4-1
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Figure 4.1 SAW Delay Line Oscillator with Electronic
Temperature Compensation.
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order to limit power requirements for the oscillator as a whole, an effort was
made to minimize the power consumption of the temperature compensation
circuitry. Two general classes of compensation methods were explored, active
and passive analog-type circuits.
4.3 Passive Compensation Techniques
Passive compensation circuits provide a low power and inexpensive
means of introducing an order of magnitude improvement in the frequency
vstemperature characteristics of SAW oscillators. These circuits typically con-
sist of one or more resistors and thermistors arranged in some type of a
4 2 - 6voltage divider circuit. ' By properly choosing resistance values, we may
obtain quasiparabolic voltage versus temperature characteristics. Figure 4.2
shows the simplest circuit tested, consisting of two identical thermistors, two
4 6resistors, and two battery supply voltages. ' The solid curve indicates the
control voltage that was necessary to apply to the phase shifter in order to
maintain constant oscillator frequency. Increasing and decreasing temperature,
^1.5°C/min. are indicated by arrows on the solid curves. The hysteresis indi-
cated will be discussed in Sec. 4.5. The dashed line indicates the response ob-
tained from the passive circuit. Component values for the compensation network
were chosen to give a least squares fit with respect to the solid curves. For
sufficiently small temperature fluctuations about the minima, as shown in Fig. 4.2,
the generated curve is quite parabolic. However over the larger temperature excur-
sions required for this program, significant deviations from parabolicity exist.
The appropriate control voltage was determined using the phase-lock
loop circuit shown in~Fig. 4.3. A stable rf signal at the desired oscillator
operating frequency obtained from a reference oscillator is mixed with the output
from the SAW oscillator. The phase difference between the two signals is
detected and is amplified by a low-pass, high-gain amplifier•. The amplified
signal drives the voltage controlled phase shifter within the SAW oscillator
and biases it at the point for which both reference and SAW oscillator frequen-
cies are equal. This control voltage is then measured as a function of SAW
delay line temperature.
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Figure 4.2 Passive Compensation Circuit. Solid curve represents
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As shown in Fig. 4 .4, frequency compensation to within about 15 ppm
was obtainable using this technique while drawing about 0.7 mW of power from
a 2.75 V supply. In an attempt to obtain a more nearly quadratic curve over
the entire temperature range, different passive networks using as many as
three thermistors and three resistors were analyzed numerically, but it was
found that no significant improvement in parabolicity could be obtained.
Further, it was found that the complexity of analysis rapidly increased as
more components were added. As a result, the possibility of using low power
active components was investigated.
4.4 Active Compensation Technique
The recent introduction into the commercial market of micropower
operational amplifiers designed for battery applications motivated the investiga-
tion of active techniques for synthesizing quadratic voltage versus temperature
behavior. Further, because ultralinear temperature sensors (±0.1°C) over the
temperature range specified were commercially available, a simple squaring or
multiplication scheme was devised.
Figure 4.5 shows the circuit used to provide a quadratic voltage versus
temperature signal. TL1 and TL2 are identical thermistor-resistor components
which have a linear voltage-temperature response. Buffer amplifiers OA1
and OA3 provided a high impedance load to the thermistor networks. By
using the linear voltage output from TL1 to drive TL2 with proper feedback
from the output of potentiometer P3, a quadratic voltage-temperature curve was
synthesized, as shown diagramatically in Fig. 4.5. Both the curvature of the
quadratic function and temperature for minimum voltage can be controlled arbitrarily
through PJ-P-. Calibration was performed by replacing TL1 and TL2 with dummy
resistors to simulate the appropriate output at different temperatures. Both
the quadratic curvature and the minima temperature location were adjusted to
give a least square fit with the calibration curve of phase snifter voltage
versus temperature for constant frequency.
OA1-4 were micropower op amps and the total electronics drew only
\ mW of power from a 4V supply, the majority of which was dissipated by the
temperature sensors.
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Figure 4.6 shows the actual compensated frequency response for a
1.6 ysec delay line with heating and cooling rates of about 1.5°C/min. Total
frequency deviation including hysteresis is about 8 ppm. These errors are
primarily due to undesired temperature-dependent phase shifts introduced by
two components, the rf amplifiers and the voltage-controlled phase shifter.
4.5 Sources of Compensation Error
One of the primary sources of error in temperature compensation was
a thermal hysteresis, evident in Figs. 4.2, 4 .4 , and 4.6. By temperature
cycling the SAW delay line by itself with the remaining amplifier circuitry
held at constant temperature, it was determined that the SAW device produced
no hysteresis effects provided that it was mounted in a sealed evacuated or
nitrogen back-filled package. One source of the hysteresis was determined to
be the temperature dependence of the varactor diodes contained within the
voltage-controlled phase shifter. These diodes, which behave electrically as
voltage-controlled variable capacitors, are connected in a reflective hybrid
4 7
coupler circuit ' and produce a phase shift which is linearly proportional to the
applied bias voltage. However, due to a temperature-dependent built-in
junction potential, these diodes also produce a linear phase shift with tempera-
ture. The superposition of this linear phase shift component with the quadratic
temperature dependence of the SAW device results in a temperature-shifted
turnover point. Further, because the phase shifter is located apart from the
SAW device, it thermally lags or leads the SAW upon cooling and heating by
an amount AT,- .<-,. This results not only in a turnover point shifted downward
in temperature by AT but also two slightly different minima shifted by
(A4>/4>)S H I F T as shown in Fig. 4.7. This apparent hysteresis can be minimized
in theory by moving the phase shifter in closer proximity to the SAW device.
However, because our off-the-shelf phase shifter was in a relatively large
package, in practice this could not be done. The best solution seems to be
to design a phase shifter operating at high bias voltages in order to reduce
4.8the temperature dependence of the varacter diodes.
One of the most significant sources of unwanted phase shift for the
oscillator circuit was the temperature-dependent phase shifts produced by our
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amplifiers. This phase shift exhibited two independent components. It was
found that the amplifier gain saturation varied with temperature and that the
net amplifier phase shift was a function of the amount of saturation. Empir-
ically, we found that matching the amplifiers to 50 ohms minimized gain varia-
tion with temperature. In addition, there existed a gain-independent phase
shift variation with temperature (Fig. 4.8) for a typical two-stage cascaded
amplifier incorporated in our oscillator. The phase shift is seen to be rather
linear with temperature below 20°C. In this temperature range the effect of
the amplifier phase shift is similar to that discussed for the phase shifter.
For higher temperatures, the deviation from linearity is large, the phase shift
becoming temperature-insensitive around 35°C. The total result is not only
to produce an apparent hysteresis in the quadratic phase-temperature
curve but also to distort it. Though the source of the phase shift has not
been determined, it may very well be due to temperature-dependent inductors
or capacitors used in the amplifier matching circuitry. For sufficiently high
frequency devices, tuning may be possible using either lumped-element air-core
or printed-circuit inductors or stripline matching techniques to minimize phase
shift dependence on temperature.
4.6 Conclusions
A significant improvement has been achieved in temperature stability
through the use of temperature compensation. With an active circuit, the
frequency variation was reduced to ±4 ppm (±1.6 KHz) , while a passive circuit
gave a variation, of ±8 ppm (±3.2 KHz) . The active circuit uses low-power
operational amplifiers and consumes no more power than the passive circuit.
The active circuit is much more flexible than the passive technique; therefore
it gave better results. However, the extra cost of the amplifiers ('v $10 per
amplifier) makes the active approach a little more expensive.
The limiting characteristics of the compensation circuits have been iden-
tified and some improvement would be possible with further work. The rf
amplifiers were identified as one source of error. Thus they would be an area
of future effort. Further, the oscillator circuit should be laid out to minimize
the thermal lag between the various components.
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The requirement for a frequency stability of 4.2 Hz in 15 minutes
(0.28 Hz in 1 minute) also amounts to a temperature stability requirement. It
is difficult to be very quantitative about this goal, since it is not clear what
temperature change the oscillator will actually see in a 15-minute period. Clearly,
if the oscillator were exposed to the maximum temperature change of 3°/min for
the outside environment, the goal would not be met. However, it is not
reasonable for the oscillator to actually see this large a temperature change,
because of a thermal time lag between the outside environment and the inside
of an electronic package.
A crude thermal analysis was made to estimate just how well insulated
the oscillator would have to be to meet the desired stability of 0.28 Hz (^ 7
parts in 10 ) in 1 minute. It was assumed, in this analysis, that the outside
temperature varied at the maximum rate of 3°C /minute and that the maximum
temperature coefficient of the oscillator was 0.5 ppm/°C (See Fig. 4.6). From
these assumptions it was determined that a thermal time constant of ^ 2 days
would be required to reduce the temperature change in one minute to ^0.001°C,
which would give the desired frequency stability. A time constant of 2 days
appears to be possible with reasonable values for insulating capacity and thermal
mass, but the necessary warmup time may be excessively long.
Though it is not clear that the desired stability of 0.28 Hz per minute
can be met in a real system for the assumptions made above, the numbers
suggest that a stability approaching the desired value could be achieved in a
somewhat more moderate environment.
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5.0 TASK HI - HIGH EFFICIENCY AMPLIFIER
5.1 Introduction
For the aging and temperature compensation experiments, commerical
wideband amplifiers were used in the oscillators. These amplifiers are very
versatile because of their large bandwidth and relatively stable gain and-phase
shift. However, for battery powered applications where power consumption is
of great concern, these amplifiers are not well suited because of their low
efficiency. The commercial amplifiers range in efficiency from less than 0.1
percent to 6 percent, with the higher powered amplifiers giving the highest
efficiency.
Another important factor is the available gain, which determine what
fraction of the power can be coupled out. This can be seen in the amplifier
•
configuration used for the aging studies (Fig. 3.2). The cascaded. UTO 502
and 503 provide an rf output power of about 25 mW with a gain of 22 dB and
a dc power consumption of 1.75 watts (73 ma at 24 Vdc). The amplifier
efficiency is 1.4 percent, but normally a 10 dB coupler was used for the output.
This gives an oscillator efficiency of 0.14 percent. With relatively minor
changes in the circuit a 3 dB coupler could be used to increase the oscillator
efficiency to 0.7 percent. However, even under ideal conditions, the best
oscillator efficiency that could be achieved with commercial amplifiers would be
about 3 percent. Under these conditions, the dc power is too high for most
battery applications, therefore a new high-efficiency amplifier design was
considered.
The desired characteristics of a new amplifier are high dc to rf effi-
ciency and sufficient gain to allow a significant fraction of the power to be
coupled out. Specifically, design goals of at least 25 dB gain and a minimum
of 25 mW rf output were chosen. DC requirements were set at not more than
8 volts and minimum current.
High efficiency is not possible with a class A amplifier, so nonlinear
operation must be used. Class C amplifiers can give high efficiency, but
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they tend to have low gain and therefore are not suitable for this oscillator
application. Consequently, an amplifier design operating in a switching mode
was chosen. In switch mode operation, the voltage across the active device
appears as a square wave, and current flows through the device only when
the voltage is at or near zero. Thus, the power dissipated in the amplifier
is very low.
To achieve switch mode operation the active device must be able to
generate a square wave, so it must have good high frequency response up to
about the 9th harmonic. This is not too difficult at low frequencies, but at
401 MHz a good high frequency transistor must be used. Further, we must
use a tuned circuit which can present a high load impedance to the amplifying
devices at a high frequency, with its odd harmonics. Such a tuned circuit
happens to be a shorted one-quarter wavelength transmission line.
The impedance of a shorted transmission line can be expressed as
follows :
Z = j tan (5-1)
where
f = frequency, in Hz
£ = length of line
v = propagation velocity of the line.
Whenever the quantity in parentheses becomes Tr/2 or any odd multiple of
iT/2, the impedance becomes infinite. In an amplifier circuit, the use of the
quarterwave shorted line by itself is not enough — the tuned circuit must
also remove the reactive loading effects of the device's output capacitance and
any lead or bonding wire inductance. To achieve, this; requirement, the trans-
mission line becomes shorter than the quarter wavelength.
To evaluate the use of a switch mode amplifier in a SAW oscillator,
we constructed three oscillators; two, which were identical, used dual gate
GaAs field effect transistors (FET's) , while a third used a silicon dual gate
5-2
FET. The use of dual gate FET's provides sufficient gain to allow for coupling
out a significant fraction of the signal. Since the best electrical performance
was achieved with the GaAs FET amplifiers, these will be discussed first.
5.2 GaAs FET (Raytheon LND 832) Oscillator
The GaAs FET is a high frequency device with significant gain up to
frequencies in excess of 10 GHz. Thus it is ideal for switch-mode operation.
Also, now that dual gate GaAs FET's are becoming available, high enough
gain can be obtained to design a high efficiency oscillator. Figure 5.1 shows
the design that was used to construct two high efficiency oscillators using
the same aluminum SAW lines that were used in the other tasks.
In Fig. 5.1, the line lengths, lines 1 and 2, constitute the shorted
transmission line; Cg is a dc blocking capacitor, and L. supplies the drain
voltage, V , to the FET, Q., through line 1. Q1 was found to have approx-
imately 1 pf of output capacitance, which represents a fairly low capacitive
reactance compared with the 1,000-ohm desired load resistance of the amplifier
at the operating frequency, as shown in Table 5-1.
To counter the effect of capacitive loading on Q. output, the line
lengths of lines 1 and 2 must be reduced to present a 398-ohm inductive
resistance, less the inductive reactance of the Q., bonding wire, which is
approximately 1 nanohenry, L.. However, by adjusting the line length for
optimum reactance cancellation at the 9th harmonic (3600 MHz), good results
are obtained at all the odd harmonics (see Table 5-1). Thus, this tuned
circuit could sustain a square waveform at 400 MHz. The resulting line length
was 82.6 electrical degrees.
To match the 50 ft load impedance at the oscillator output to the ampli-
fying device, it is first necessary to determine the desired power output. For a
50-mW output and an 8-V drain supply (Fig. 5.1), a load resistance to be
reflected to the amplifying device, Q.., is calculated in equations (5-2) and (5-3)
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TABLE 5-1
Frequency Capacitive Reactance Inductive Reactances
MHz of 1 pf (fl) Of Line 1 + Line 2fl* Of LA (1 nh)
400 398 385 2.5
1200 133 122 7.5
2000 79.6 66.3 12.5
2800 56.8 39.3 17.5
3600 44.2 21.6 22.5
Resulting Reactive Loading on Amplifying Device, Q
Frequency Reactive
MHz Impedance
400 14.3 K
1200 5.76 K
2000 6.2 K
2800 31.8 K
3600 3.8 x 1011*
* The line length (line 1 + line 2) is adjusted for resonance
at the 9th harmonic (3600 MHz). Line length was 82.6 electrical
degrees.
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P
 out = (5-2)
RL
RL P (out)
= 1 . 2 8 X 0 (5-3)
50 x 10
Since the load at the oscillator output is 50 ft, a voltage step-down ratio is required:
= P £ 0 - 1 9 8 ' (5-4)
load L
This is most conveniently done by tapping off the required voltage from the
shorted delay line, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The position of the tap should be
so chosen according to equation (5-5):
Sin
V(x) = V. ^X (5-5)
XI1 /~i •Sin
~ Sin (82.6°)
X = Sin"1 (0.198 sin 82.6°)
= 11.3 electrical degrees
where
V. = input voltage to the shorted line
X = distance from shorted end of line
H = total length of line
v = velocity of propagation in line
Thus, the tap should be approximately 1/8 of the line length from the shorted
end. This is the length of line 2; line 1 comprises the balance of the line
length required to make up the 82.6 electrical degrees. A series resonant
circuit C7-L5 is added to the tap to reject the higher harmonics.
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Impedance matching to the amplifier input and SAW line follows the usual
methods used for a single frequency impedance transformation. The driven end
of the SAW line is not matched to any particular impedance; only Lg is added
to tune out the line capacitance. The result is a 500-ohm loading across the
amplifier output, thus absorbing about 10 percent of the amplifier power output.
A series resonant circuit L8-C9 was added to further suppress harmonics in
the output.
The electrical performance of the two GaAs FET amplifiers was outstanding,
as shown below.
Broadboard 1 Breadboard 2
Gain
Bandwidth
As an
Amplifier
25 dB
50 MHz
Power Input (volts x ma) 7.9 V x 11.5 ma
Power Output (mW) 40 mW
Efficiency 0.438
26 dB
35 MHz
8.0 V x 17.5
 ma
56 mW
0.400
5.8 V x 9.7 m
25 mW
0.444
The rf output power ranged from 25 mW to 56 mW for dc voltages as
low as 5.8 V. With a dc to rf efficiency as high as 44 percent, the goals
and requirements as stated previously were met.
Unfortunately, when the frequency stability of the oscillators was
evaluated, it was found to be degraded over that observed for oscillators
using commercial wide band amplifiers. Gate 1 of the FET is a reverse
biased Schottky barrier diode and therefore has a voltage dependent capaci-
tance. Since the gate capacitance is part of the tuned circuit which provides
the input impedance matching, a voltage dependent phase shift is present.
This phase shift is directly responsible for the voltage dependence of the
frequency shown in Fig. 5.2. For low values of V, •,, the frequency is
particularly sensitive to the gate voltage V .
D
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An attempt was made to measure the temperature dependence of the
frequency for these oscillators, but so many small, irregular jumps in frequency
occurred that it was impossible to locate the turnover point. The basic para-
bolic temperature dependence appeared to be there, but the turnover point
could not be localized to better than about ± 20°C. It appears that these
frequency stabilities are also related to phase shifts caused by small changes
in the gate capacitance.
The short term frequency stability of an oscillator using a GaAs FET was
_ Q
measured to be 8 x 10 ; it also was observed to be somewhat dependent on
V and V, ,. This is nearly a factor of ten larger than that observed for
oscillators using commercial amplifiers.
5.3 Silicon FET (Signetics SD-303) Oscillator
The oscillator built with a silicon dual gate FET showed much better
frequency stability, but its electrical parameters were not nearly as good as
the GaAs FET oscillators. The design for this oscillators is shown in Fig.
5.3. It is very similar to the design in Fig. 5.1, in that lines 1 and 2 serve
the same purpose in impedance matching the output load to the amplifier.
Lines 3 and 4 are also for impedance matching purposes, only in this case they
transform the impedance of the SAW line to 50 ft.
The electrical characteristics of this oscillator are listed below.
As an
Amplifier
Gain
Bandwidth
Power input (volt x ma)
Power output (mW)
Efficiency
18 dB
35 MHz
15V x 14.8 ma
20 mW
0.09
9V x 5.5 ma
2 mW
0.04
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Part of the reason for the lower efficiency is that only 50 percent of
the power could be coupled out because of the limited gain that *vas available.
However, even considering this, the efficiency of the silicon FET amplifier
was not as good as that of the GaAs FET amplifiers, and it also required a
higher operating voltage.
The main advantage of the silicon FET oscillator is its much better
frequency stability. Figure 5.4 shows the dependence of frequency on dc
voltage for this oscillator. It is roughly an order of magnitude better than
the GaAs FET oscillator and essentially equivalent to the stability of commercial
amplifier. The main reason for this increased stability is that the silicon FET
has an insulated gate whose capacitance is not voltage dependent. The insu-
lated gate, however, contributes to a reduced gain at high frequencies and
hence to a lower efficiency.
The temperature dependence of the frequency was measured and the
amplifier was observed to shift the turnover point upwards by about 5°C.
This is comparable in magnitude but opposite in sizes to that observed for
commercial amplifiers. The short term stability of the silicon FET oscillator
was measured as 7 x 10 , which was the same value as observed when the
SAW line from the silicon FET was operated with a commercial amplifiers. Due
to the breadboard construction of the silicon FET oscillator, its frequency was
sensitive to mechanical vibration, but this could be eliminated with an improved
circuit board and more stable mounting of components.
The silicon FET amplifier has one other advantage. At $1 each, the
SD-303 is considerably less expensive than the LND832, which costs $100 each.
However, the cost of GaAs FET's will drop substantially in the future.
5.4 Conclusions
Operation of the silicon FET oscillator has demonstrated that a substan-
tial improvement in efficiency can be obtained without degrading frequency
stability. However, the very high efficiency of the GaAs FET oscillator was
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obtained at the price of a substantial degradation in stability. The dual gate
GaAs FET is a very recent development, and further improvements in FET
technology may influence the stability problem. The LND832's used in this
program were supplied in chip form and were operated in an unsealed en-
vironment. Therefore, it'is possible that surface contaminations may have
contributed to some of the problems. Future designs should include proper
packaging for the FET.
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6.0 TASK IV - SHOCK AND VIBRATION TESTS
6.1 Specified Tests
In order to determine the survivability of SAW oscillators in a realistic
environment, it was necessary to test them under shock and vibration. Speci-
fically, MIL-STD-202 was used as stated in Sec. 1.2. For shock testing,
Method 213 was followed for half-sine shock pulses up to the specified 100 G's.
The vibration test followed Method 201, which requires a sinusoidal displacement
of ± 0.03 in. for frequencies from 10 to 55 Hz.
6.2 Test Devices
The shock and vibration tests were performed on four SAW oscillators
which represented three different mounting techniques for the SAW substrates.
One of the devices was mounted in an HC36/U cold weld enclosure, as shown
in Fig. 3.1. Two other devices were mounted in flatpacks with 0.010 in. gold wire
straps as shown in Fig. 6.1. This is the packaging technique that was used in
the first part of this program. As discussed earlier, the flatpack has not
been found to be particularly good for low aging, but primarily the strapdown
technique was being tested, since it could also be used in other package
types such as the TO8. Finally, the third mounting technique used a spring
Clip and adhesive arrangement, as shown in Fig. 6.2. This last technique
has the potential for being fabricated in a more reproducible manner than the
gold wire straps and may also eliminate some of the small irregular frequency
jumps seen in the aging and temperature dependence of strap-mounted devices.
The adhesive is a special polyimide compound (Ablebond 71-1) which can with-
stand very high temperatures (500°C) and outgases very little when properly
cured. The polyimide adhesive has been found to be useful in low aging
quartz crystal resonators.
6.3 Results of Tests
Before the start of the shock and vibration tests, the frequency, short-
term stability, and power output of each of the four test oscillators were mea-
sured . After each stage of the test, the frequency was measured again.
6-1
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Figure 6.1 SAW Device Mounted in a Flatpack.
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Figrure 6. 2 Illustration of Mounting Technique Using Spring Clips
and Polyimide Adhesive.
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The first stage in the test was vibration from 10 to 55 Hz. The
displacement was ±0.030 in., and the frequency was swept from 10 to 55 Hz
in one minute. The vibration was applied for two hours to each of the three
axes. After vibration along each axis, the frequency of each oscillator was
measured; throughout this stage no deviation greater than ±3 ppm (±1200 Hz)
was observed.
The next stage involved 100 G shock pulses applied in both directions,
along each of the three axes. Three pulses of 6 msec duration were applied
in each direction. Again, no deviation greater than ±3 ppm was observed.
Since no problems had been encountered up to this point, the shock levels
were increased. The following half-sine pulses were applied three times in
both directions for each of the three axes:
1. 150 G's 6 msec duration
2. 200 G's 5 msec duration
3. 500 G's 1 msec duration
Again, no significant change in frequency was observed.
Since all of the devices were still functioning satisfactorily, it was
decided to perform more vibration tests at increasing levels until something
failed. The additional vibration tests were somewhat different from the
original tests in that a random vibration was used. In these tests, vibration
frequencies from 20 Hz to 2000 Hz were applied simultaneously at a uniform
acceleration level (white noise). The test devices were vibrated for fifteen
minutes on each axis at an RMS level of 10 G's, and again no change in
operation was observed. However, when the acceleration level was boosted
to 20 G's RMS, one device ceased operating entirely and one became inter-
mittent. At this point the tests were stopped.
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The problem with the device that failed completely (goldwire straps
in flatpack) was that an electrical lead connecting a transducer busbar to a
pin on the flatpack came loose. In fact, it was observed that the strength
of all the transducer bonds was relatively low on this particular device. This
is characteristic of a device which has poor adhesion between the aluminum
metallization and the quartz surface. Poor adhesion is usually a result of
a slight contamination of the quartz surface before the metal is deposited.
More careful attention to cleanliness or very thin layers of chrome or titanium
under the aluminum can eliminate the problem. None of the other devices
showed this kind of problem.
The oscillator that showed intermittent operation was the one with
the HC36/U package and the problem was traced to either the SAW device
or the package. The intermittence appeared to be sensitive to temperature
changes, but the problem eventually disappeared before the specific cause
could be identified.
>
The two oscillators that were still working after the final vibration
tests showed no significant change in frequency, short-term stability, or
output power level.
6.4 Conclusions
The shock and vibration tests showed that all three mounting techniques
are very robust. None of the devices failed until moderately severe vibration
levels were reached, and even then the failure mechanisms did not appear to
be related to the mounting of the substrate.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
A significant improvement in SAW oscillator performance has been
demonstrated in this program. Reduced aging and temperature dependence
have been obtained and oscillator circuits with increased efficiency have been
built and demonstrated. Further, the survivability of SAW oscillators under
severe shock and vibration has been demonstrated.
Oscillators have been built with an output power of at least 25 mW
-Q
at 401.2 MHz with a short-term frequency stability of 1 x 10 . With demon-
strated aging less than 5 ppm in 35 weeks and temperature stability of ±4 ppm
(-40°C to +45°C) , we have shown that SAW oscillators can stay within the
± 6 KHz (±15 ppm) window specified in Sec. 1.2. This improved performance
has been obtained through the use of temperature compensation circuits and
high quality packaging techniques for the SAW devices. The temperature
compensation circuit provides better than an order of magnitude improvement
over uncompensated oscillator, while the cold weld packaging technique and
preaging have reduced the long-term frequency drift from 10 - 15 ppm to well
under 5 ppm.
The temperature compensation technique has greatly improved the
likelihood of demonstrating a frequency stability of 4.2 Hz over 15 minutes.
Clearly, the difficulty in reaching this goal depends on the temperature
change observed by the oscillator over the 15 minute period; and with tem-
perature compensation the required thermal isolation comes into the realm
of realistic values.
For battery operated applications a high dc to rf efficiency is desired
to extend the battery life for as long as possible. For this reason, 3 high
efficiency amplifiers were built and tested. Circuits using a dual-gate GaAs
FET exhibited an rf output at 401 MHz of more than 25 mW with an efficiency
of 44 percent. Unfortunately, the GaAs amplifier significantly degraded the
frequency stability. Good frequency stability was obtained with a circuit using
a dual-gate silicon FET, but the dc to rf efficiency was only 9 percent.
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Shock and vibration tests were performed on four oscillators and the
results clearly demonstrate that no damage or change in frequency was observed
until moderately severe vibration levels (somewhat higher than that in an
airborn missile) were reached. Shock pulses up to 500 G's caused no
damage or change in frequency.
Though a significant improvement in oscillator performance was achieved
during this program, there are still areas where further improvement is possible.
The low aging of the device preaged at 200°C strongly suggests that even further
reduction in aging is possible. Further, the poor frequency stability of the
GaAs oscillator can very likely be improved through the choice of a different
type of FET or changes in the amplifier circuit. Finally, the individual
achievements of low aging, temperature compensation, and high efficiency need
to be combined into one oscillator that exhibits all of these desirable features.
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S-2604A
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE STABILIZED OSCILLATORS
Additional Aging Results
Raytheon Research Division
28 Seyon Street
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
March 3, 1980
Addendum to Final Report for NAS5-25117
Prepared for:
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
This report is a supplement to NASA final report NAS5-23701 and presents
the results of an additional 27 weeks of aging tests for nine of the oscillators
discussed in the final report. Figures 1, 2, and 3 of this report correspond to
Figs. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 of the final report, except that the new aging data
has been added. Overall, the new data is consistent with the previous results
and none of the conclusions of the final report have been changed.
In Fig. 1, new data has been added to five of the six curves (Oscillator 1
is an older device and has not been operating). The trends observed during
the first 35 weeks of operation, which were discussed in the final report, have
generally continued. Oscillators 2 and 4 have aged upwards, although Oscillator
4 has shown a slight negative drift for the last 30 weeks. Oscillator 5 has shown a
downward aging for virtually the whole time. Oscillators 3 and 6 have shown
the lowest aging of all and, except for a downward kink on Oscillator 3 at about
week 42, both have been consistently good from the beginning. The aging of
Oscillator 6 is particularly interesting, since this device was baked at 200°C for
seven days.
An additional 27 weeks of data has been added to all three curves on
Fig. 2. The new data for all three oscillators is consistent with the earlier
results and all trends have continued. Oscillator 7 holds the record for the
least aging over the longest period of time.
In Fig. 3, data has only been added to the curve for Oscillator 16. As
with most of the other oscillators, the new data for Oscillator 16 is consistent
with the earlier data.
These aging tests have demonstrated that SAW oscillators with good long-
term stability can be produced. Drift of less than 1 ppm in 93 weeks has been
observed. In general the devices sealed in a coldweld enclosure (HC36/u) have
done better than those sealed in flatpacks, but this may be due partly to the
longer period of time between fabrication and testing of the coldweld devices.
As discussed in the final report, this investigation has been very useful in
beginning to identify the mechanisms that can cause long-term drift in SAW
oscillators.
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